We show first that the space of sections of a fibration with an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space as fibre has the weak homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. Secondly, mapping spaces with twisted Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces as targets are shown to be generalized twisted Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces.
We shall be concerned with decompositions of F u (X, A;Y,B) when p: Y -> B has an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space as fibre. Suppose for instance that p: K(G,n) -> * is the trivial fibration mapping an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space onto a point. Then by Haefliger's sharpened version [7] of a theorem of Thorn [15] and independently Federer [4] . The main purpose of this paper is to establish a twisted version of (*)
j: F U (X,A;Y,B) -> F UJ (X',A;Y,B)
is a fibration with Let π be an abelian group. We shall be particularly interested in the K(π, l)-sectioned spaces [10] that arise in the following way. Suppose that G is a system of local coefficients in the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(π, 1) given by a homomorphism φ: TΓ^A^TΓ, 1)) = m -» Aut(G 0 ) of π into the automorphism group of a typical group G o of G. For any integer n > 0, G may be realized, see ( [5] , Ch. Ill) or ( [10] , p. 7), as the system of local coefficients defined by the π-dimensional homotopy groups of the fibres of a sectioned fibration n;φ)ϊtK(ττ,l) k over K{ π, 1). This fibration, which we shall denote by κ (G, n) for any map u: X -> K(G 0 , n φ) with u x = ku. Via pull-back of the path-space fibration in the category of K(tt, l)-sectioned spaces [10] ,
this equality may be interpreted as a bijective correspondence between fibre homotopy equivalence classes of K(G Q ,n -l)-fibrations over X with wf G as associated system of local coefficients and the cohomology group H n (X;u*G). As a final subject of this mixed section we shall now discuss Kϋnneth theorems for cohomology with local coefficients. First an algebraic lemma ([1], Theorem 2.8).
LEMMA 2.2. Let P be a free positive and N a negative chain complex over Z. Then there is an isomorphism
which is natural in the first variable.
Proof. Choose a free negative complex N' and chain maps such that a is a quasi-isomorphism and β* = a*: H(N') -> H(N); cf. ([3] , p. 169). Since P is free (projective), the induced chain maps Hom(l,α): Hom(P,N') -Hom(l,β): Hom(P,N') -> Hom (P 9 H(N)) are again quasi-isomorphisms. Thus Φ^ = Hom(l ? i8) s ,oHom(l,α); 1 :
is an isomorphism. Φ^ is easily seen to commute with Hom(γ, 1)^ for any chain map γ: P -> P' between free positive chain complexes. D Note that since the complex H(N) has trivial differentiation, H n (Hom(P,H(N)))= U H p (Hom{£, H q (N)))
where H q (N) is considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0. As to cohomology of spaces, Lemma 2.2 has the following reformulation. LEMMA 2.3. Let (Z, C) and (X, A) be NDR-pairs, G a system of local coefficients in X, and pr 2 : Z X X -> X the projection onto the second factor. Then there is an isomorphism
which is natural in the first factor.
Proof. We may assume that Z and X are O-connected spaces and that (ZX) and (X 9 A) are CW-pairs. Let (Z,C) -* (Z 9 C) and {X 9 A)-» (X, A) be the universal covering spaces so that ( [16] , Theorem 4.9, p. 288) where R = Z(π λ (Z)) Θ Z(^(X)) acts on the typical group G o by (i ® V)g = ^g for I e Wl (Z), η e TΓ^Z) and g G G O . We use (Γ*)Γ to denote cellular (co-)chain complexes. Since 9 T*(X 9 A;G)) 9 Lemma 2.3 follows from Lemma 2.2. D
The isomorphisms of the last two lemmas are not uniquely defined. (F uopr2 {(F u 
Spaces of lifts in

(X,A;Y,B),u)x(X,A);Y,B))
The main result of this section is the following generalization of Thom's theorem ( [15] , I) and the Classification Theorem ( [12] , Theorem II). between path-components. According to Lemma 2.3 there is a commutative diagram (with
H" ((F u ,u) showing that
In other words, the bijection (X, A; 7, B\ u) and (F V (X, A; 7, B\ υ) .
To clarify the role of the chosen base point, we now write ψ' M for the homomoφhism ψ 1 ' introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Explicitly, 
Proof. Some of the introduced maps are related by the following commutative diagram 
κ(G,n).
Let w: X -> ^(G o , n; φ) = 2?7r X, ^(G o ,«) be any map into the total space of κ{G,n). Put u λ = A w. Consider the fibration of function spaces
induced by the projection k. The base space F U (X; BIT, *) = H\X; π) X AΓ(ττ,l) is disconnected (in general), so we let F®(X;Bπ, *) = JSΓ(TΓ, 1) denote the path-component of F u (X;Bπ, *) containing u x and concentrate our attention on the pre-image F U (X; K(G 0 , n; φ), *) \u x = k~ι(F£(X; Bπ, *)). By restriction of k we then get the fibration Π^(i/ w -(X; W *G),z) -* F u (X',K(G Q ,n;<p),*)\ Ul^ K(π 9 ί) y=o where Theorem 3.1 has been used to identify the fibre. Since π is abelian, ζ: G o -> G o , ξ e TΓ, is an operator automorphism, i.e. an automorphism of the local coefficient system G in K(π, 1), and hence £ induces a coefficient group automorphism £* of H n~\ X\ M*G), 0 < i < n.
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After these preliminaries we can now state ((e,v) π)(x) = (jS(^,δi(^)),β(^))w where e e ETΓ, U e F U (X; K, Bπ), x e X, ^(x) e £77 is any lift of (x) e Bπ, and y(x) e ίC and ϋ(x) ^ K(G 0 ,n) are related by the formula v(x) = (ϊ/^x), v(x))π.
Note that ψ is a fibre map which restricts to the identity on the fibre. The induced map ψ: Bπ -> F Uι (X; Bπ, *) between the base spaces satisfies \p(b, x) = μ(b, u λ (x)), b & Bπ, x e X This means that ψ is a homotopy equivalence berweenl?7r and F£(X; Bπ, *). Hence ψ is a fibre homotopy equuivalence from Eπ X w F U (X; K, Bπ) to F U (X; K, *) | u λ by Dold [2] .
The proof is now completed by noting that the weak homotopy equivalence of where + denotes disjoint union.
Spaces of lifts in K(G, l)-fibrations.
In this section we let p: Y -> B denote a fibration with an aspherical space F = K(G, 1) as fibre. G can be any, not necessarily abelian, group. We shall investigate the spacεF u (X 9 A;Y 9 B).
The pull-back F^Y'^XoίF^Y^B along u λ = pu has a canonical section u f : X -* Y' induced from u. Hence / *: π x (F) -» ^(F') is a monomorphism and a homomorphism φ u : π = π^X) -> Aut(G) is uniquely defined / *(xg) = w*(x)i *(g)w*(x)~1, x G TΓ, g G G. We write xgforφ w (x)g. Let denote the fixpoint set of this action and let Q(τr,G) = {/: W -G|Vx,^ e *: /(xj) =/(x denote the set of crossed homomorphisms of π into G. There is an action ρ(τr,G)xG-*ρ(τ7,G) of G on the set of crossed homomorphisms given by (fg)(x) = g~1f(x)xg 9 f e g(τ7, G), g e G, x e 7r. β(7r, G)/G denotes the set of orbits for this action.
Let x Since X is connected, we may assume that the 1-skeleton X λ is a wedge of circles. The inclusion map i x : X λ -> X induces an injection /\*: <2(π, G) -» Q(iΓι(Xι) 9 G) which is compatible with the G-action. Therefore, we may assume that X = X λ is 1-dimensional. Furthermore, since a crossed homomorphism of πι(Xι) into G is uniquely determined by its value on a set of free generators, we can assume that X = S 1 consists of a single circle. The maps between the fibers are homeomorphisms ( [14] , p. 530) and the maps between the base spaces can be identified to
where Δ is the diagonal map. The fibre F yo (I, I; F) of the fibration to the right is the loop space ΩF of F and the associated action of ^ (F(i; F) (F u (X; 7, 5) , u) of the component containing u is isomorphic to thefixpoint set G π .
Proof. We proceed as in ([8] , Theorem 2). Let X q be the ^-skeleton of a CW-decomposition of (X, A) such that X Q = A if A Φ 0 and X o = {x o }if^4=0. The inclusion maps ι^: X q __ x -* X q induce a tower of The fibre F u (X q , X q _ x \ 7, B) of i q can be identified to a product of a number of copies of the g-fold loop space 2 q F. The number of factors equals the number of #-cells in (X 9 A). Since F = K(G, 1) is aspherical, it follows that F U (X,A;Y, B) and F u (X l9 A;Y,B) are weakly homotopy equivalent. Moreover, if A Φ 0, F U (X 19 A;Y,B) = ΩFX XΩF^ GX XG is just a discrete set of points.
If A = 0, we consider the evaluation fibration 1 -Thus the fixpoint set G m is the centralizer of u^π^X)) in G. In this way we recover the theorem of Gottlieb [6] .
If G is abelian, the fibration p: Y -> B determines a system of local coefficients, also denote by G, in B. The pull-back u*G in X is given by φ M : 7r -> Aut(G). Since ρ(ττ, G) = Jϊ 1^, x o ; u?G) 9 Q(ir, G)/G = H\X; ufG) 9 and G m = H°(X; u*G), 6.1-6.3 reduce to Theorem 3.1 for n = 1 in this case.
Although suppressed in the used notation, the group G π in general depends on the choice of u. Thus the components of F U (X; Y,B) may represent more than just one (weak) homotopy type.
